[The factors of bacterial pathogenicity and their role in the development of the infectious process].
The latest data concerning the characterization of the pathogenicity factors of bacteria and the evaluation of their role in the realization of definite phases of the development of the infectious process are presented. The infectious process is regarded as the result of the complicated simultaneous interaction of microorganisms and different cells and tissues of the host body. The problems of the polydeterminant character of pathogenicity factors, tho possibility of the joint action of different factors at one and the same stage of the development of the infectious process and, vice versa, the action of the same factors at different stages of the interaction of the infective agent and the susceptible host are discussed. Modern data on the genetic control of pathogenicity factors, on the localization of their genetic determinants on the chromosome and the virulence plasmids, information of pathogenicity "islets" which jointly determine the pathogenic potential of the infective agent are given. The emphasis is made on fact that the general principle of the genetic control of bacterial pathogenicity is complicated relationship between chromosomal and nonchromosomal determinants; some of them form a part of genetic pathogenicity "islets", simultaneously regulating and expressing the pathogenicity factors of the infective agent.